Bank of filters How to choose E(p) ?
Bank of filters 7 Simple LS-based SVF estimator At time-instant t=t k , the prefiltered differential equation model can be rewritten in standard linear regression form Now from N samples observed at time-instant t 1 , …t N not necessarily uniformly spaced, the Least Squares-based SVF estimator can be written as
This LS-based SVF estimator represents the simplest archetype of CT model identification from sampled data Although simple, this estimator is unsatisfactory (asymptotically biased and inconsistent) in most practical noisy output measurement cases
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Basic IV-based SVF estimator 
Instrumental Variable methods
Based on linear regression Do not rely on nonlinear optimisation Provide consistent estimates under fairly general conditions Are quite robust to violation of the assumption about the statistical properties of the measurement noise
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Basic IV-based SVF estimator
The IV vector must be chosen so that:
It is sufficiently correlated with the filtered regression vector
It is not correlated with the measurement noise
In the basic case (Young, 1970) , the instrument is given by where and is the estimated noise-free output calculated from a so-called auxiliary model
The basic IV-based SVF estimator can then be written as
Basic IV-based SVF estimator -Summary
Optimal instrumental variable for CT OE models Consider a CT output error (OE) model
The optimal (unbiased and minimal variance) choice for the instrument is given by where represents the noise-free version of the regression vector
Successful implementation of the optimal IV: the Simplified Refined IV method (SRIVC)
There is one major problem with this formulation
The optimal pre-filter and noise-free output are not known a priori !! Use of a 'relaxation optimization' procedure that iteratively adjusts an initial estimate of the parameter vector until it converges on an optimal refined estimate
Solution
Optimal SRIVC method for CT OE models -Summary N samples The SRIVC method is then not optimal in statistical terms • However, experience has shown that it yields estimates with reasonable statistical efficiency (low but not minimum variance)
LS algorithm
Solution 
Assume that the sampled measurement noise has rational spectral density and so can be described by a DT ARMA process => Optimal Refined IV approach for CT hybrid Box-Jenkins models (RIVC)
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